
Art Club: May 14th: Animal Symbolism-Colored Pencil Exploration

TOPIC/CONCEPT/THEME:
Realism, Symbolic Imagery,  Amber Marie Hunt:
colored pencil art

NATIONAL VISUAL ARTS STANDARDS: NCSD FPA CURRICULUM OUTCOMES:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
Students will be able to:
-Enhance their appreciation and understanding of arts
-View and discuss art in a gallery setting
-Create a one of a kind work of art inspired by the work
of Amber Marie Hunt
-Learn about and utilize the artistic styles of Photo
Realism and Symbolic Imagery
-Explore and develop drawing skills and colored pencil
techniques

VOCABULARY:
Amber Marie Hunt: is a magical realist, who
creates portraits filled with symbolic imagery.
She has been creating art since childhood and
loves to help other artists achieve their goals
Photo Realism: an art style that started in the
60’s where artist would try create images that
were so real looking it seemed to be a
photograph instead of a drawing or painting
Symbolic Imagery: is when an idea, feeling,
emotion, or other concept is represented by
something else

CLASSROOM PREP:
-remember to take down/cover racy piece before gallery visit
-have Which is Real? Video pulled up and ready
-print several animal symbolism list (appendix 1) for reference
-print a colored pencil technique hand out for each student

MATERIALS:
-thick drawing paper 8x10
-sharpened colored pencils
-pencils
-erasers
-pencil sharpener
-colored pencil technique hand out
-animal symbolism list
-black construction paper 9x11
-glue

MOTIVATION:
Gallery Visit: Amber Marie Hunt
RULES OF VISITING AN ART GALLERY:
1. NO TOUCHING    2.NO RUNNING    3.Be respectful and listen   4. Quiet voices
Students will begin the class by visiting the exhibit of Amber Marie Hunt.
Allow students several minutes to look at the art:
-What do you see in these pieces? (people, birds, bugs, fruit)
-When you look at these pieces do the people and objects in them look real?
Why or why not? (yes, but non-realistic colors)
Creating art that looks so real it could be a picture is called Photo Realism
Amber Marie Hunt is a “magical realist” that specializes in portraits with
symbolic imagery.
-what do you think it means to be a “magical realist”? Amber Marie creates
extremely realistic images (photo realism) but adds a super unique twist with
non-realistic colors
-Has anyone ever heard of symbolic imagery?/What do you think symbolic
imagery is?
Amber Marie uses animals a lot in her work to represent/symbolize ideas and
emotions.
The super cool thing about symbolism is each person that views her work can
find their own meaning and experience their own emotions based on what
they see.
Colors have a lot of emotional representations (red-angry, blue-sad,
yellow-happy…) and the artist uses that in her work as well to suggest



emotions.
-What materials do you think the artist used to create these works? Some
paint, but mostly colored pencils!
Head back to classroom
Photo Realism Bonus Game:
If students finish early watch the linked video, pausing at each object to have
students guess which is real and which is a drawing!

Fun Test: Which is Real? Vol 10

ASSESSMENT QUESTIONING: DIFFERENTIATION: RESOURCES:

PROCEDURES:
Today we will be creating an “spirit” animal drawing using they style of Amber Marie Hunt.
1. To begin, allow students several minutes to choose an animal they believe represents them or something about them

-can use the Animal Symbolism List for ideas (appendix 1)
2. Each student will then need a piece of drawing paper, pencil and eraser

-students will need to sketch out their chosen animal
-sketch should be very basic, not a lot of detail (detail will be added with colored pencils

3.  As students begin to finish their sketches give a quick demonstration of the colored pencil techniques using a partially started “spirit animal” drawing (one that already has
some area colored)
4. After the demo and students have their animals sketched out in pencil they will need a bag of colored pencils, using the colored pencil technique handout, students will
begin to create detail and color to their animals
5. If students begin to finish their animals with remaining class time they can add other elements (flowers, plants, clouds, bugs,  rainbow, rain…)  or a background to their
piece
-students may use watercolor to finish the background of their piece if they choose (or are burned out on colored pencil)

6. Mount drawing onto black construction paper when finished
7. CLEAN UP: return all supplies to the supply table

paintbrushes in brush bath
water cups in sink

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzDCpZFhnnA


IF there is time to fill at the end of class play Fun Test: Which is Real? Vol 10

REFLECTIONS- What worked/ didn’t? What would you do differently next time? How could the lesson improve?

Appendix 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzDCpZFhnnA


Animal Symbolism List:

Beaver: determined

Buffalo: strength

Bear: power

Bee: communication

Butterfly: joy

Cheetah: quick thinker

Cat: curios

Crow: cunning

Dog: loyal

Dolphin: lively

Elephant: loyal

Fox: clever

Giraffe: unique

Hedgehog: protective

Koala: thankful

Ladybug: innocent

Lion: proud

Lizard: creative

Monkey: playful

Otter: kind

Owl: smart

Panda: adaptable

Peacock: beauty

Sloth: quiet

Snake: impulsive

Spider: patient

Squirrel: social

Turtle: patient

Unicorn: magical

Whale: wisdom

Zebra: individual
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